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Abstract
We study finite-memory (FM) determinacy in games on finite graphs, a central question for
applications in controller synthesis, as FM strategies correspond to implementable controllers.
We establish general conditions under which FM strategies suffice to play optimally, even in a
broad multi-objective setting. We show that our framework encompasses important classes of
games from the literature, and permits to go further, using a unified approach. While such an
approach cannot match ad-hoc proofs with regard to tightness of memory bounds, it has two
advantages: first, it gives a widely-applicable criterion for FM determinacy; second, it helps to
understand the cornerstones of FM determinacy, which are often hidden but common in proofs
for specific (combinations of) winning conditions.
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1 Introduction
Controller synthesis through the game-theoretic metaphor. Two-player games on
graphs are widely studied, notably for their applications in controller synthesis for reactive
systems [18, 22, 5, 1]. In this context, Player 1 is seen as the system to control, Player 2
as its uncontrollable environment, and the game models their interaction. The objective of
Player 1 is to enforce a given specification represented as a winning condition. The goal of
synthesis is thus to decide if Player 1 has a winning strategy, i.e., one that guarantees victory
against all possible strategies of Player 2, and to build such a strategy efficiently if it exists.
Winning strategies are essentially formal blueprints for controllers that one may want to
implement in practical applications. With that in mind, the complexity of such strategies
is of tremendous importance: the simpler the strategy, the easier and cheaper it will be to
build the corresponding controller and maintain it. That is why a lot of research effort is
put into pinpointing the complexity (in terms of memory and/or randomness) of strategies
needed to play optimally for each specific class of games and winning conditions.
Memoryless determinacy. An elegant result by Gimbert and Zielonka established more
than ten years ago characterizes the winning conditions that enjoymemoryless determinacy2
1 F.R.S.-FNRS Research Associate.
2 The existence, in each vertex of the game, of a winning strategy that requires no memory at all, for
one of the two players.
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in two-player turn-based zero-sum games on finite graphs [17]. These include conditions such
as parity, mean-payoff, or energy, all in the single-objective case.
The need for memory. Over the last decade, the increasing need to model complex specifi-
cations has shifted research toward games where multiple quantitative and qualitative objec-
tives co-exist and interact, requiring the analysis of interplay and trade-offs between several
objectives. Consider a computer server responding to requests. Decreasing its response-time
(modeled using a mean-payoff condition) would usually require to increase its computational
power and energy consumption (modeled by an energy condition). Hence, we need to con-
sider games where winning conditions are actually conjunctions of conditions, or even richer
Boolean combinations. In this context, memoryless strategies do not suffice, and one has to
use an amount of memory which can quickly become an obstacle to implementation (e.g.,
exponential memory) or which can prevent it completely (infinite memory).
See for example [9, 13, 19] for combinations of energy and parity, [26] for combinations
of mean-payoff, [4, 3] for combinations of energy and average-energy conditions, [10] for
combinations of total-payoff, or [10, 6] for combinations of window objectives. Establishing
precise complexity bounds for such general combinations of winning conditions is tricky and
sometimes counterintuitive. For example, while energy games and mean-payoff games are
inter-reducible in the single-objective setting, exponential-memory strategies are both suffi-
cient and necessary for conjunctions of energy conditions while infinite-memory strategies
are required for conjunctions of mean-payoff ones.
Our contribution. Our goal is to provide a general and abstract theorem that lets us draw
conclusions over games with complex objectives, provided that the primitive objectives used
in the construction of the complex objectives fulfill some criteria. Such an abstract approach
provides results for many concrete types of objectives at once, and can be applied to new
types of objectives in which the community may become interested later. Another advantage
of an abstract approach is that it reveals partially the core features determining whether the
results hold or not. Admittedly, a downside of the abstract approach is that the concrete
bounds that we obtain for the required memory will often be far worse than those established
in concrete instances (as we depend on the most general upper bound).
Let us sketch our approach intuitively. First, we define the notion of regularly-predictable
winning condition: a winning condition is regularly-predictable if for every game using it, a
finite automaton suffices to recognize histories from which Player 1 has a winning strategy.
As we will show, many well-behaved winning conditions fall in this category (including all
prefix-independent ones). Second, we consider regular languages which subsume many simple
winning conditions (e.g., fully bounded energy, window objectives). Third, we introduce the
notion of hypothetical subgame-perfect equilibrium (hSPE) that is a key technical tool for the
theorem to come.3 Finally, we prove our main result: given a classW of regularly-predictable
winning conditions admitting FM hSPE and closed under Boolean combination, any winning
condition obtained by Boolean combination of elements ofW and regular languages is itself
a regularly-predictable condition admitting FM hSPE.
Discussion. The sketch depicted above may seem unsurprising to the expert reader. Indeed,
regular languages are morally equivalent to safety conditions, and combining reasonably well-
behaved objectives with safety objectives should preserve FM determinacy (with a blow-up
due the possible compact encoding of the safety-like conditions). This is perfectly true but
3 Morally, we consider regularly-predictable winning conditions for which FM strategies suffice, but for
technical reasons, we need the slightly stronger assumption of existence of FM hSPE.
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in our opinion the interest of our contribution is elsewhere. First, while it is morally easy
to believe that such an extension of FM determinacy will hold, it is actually quite tedious
to manage to prove it for general classes of games (e.g., see all aforementioned articles on
specific combinations of objectives). Here, we provide a general proof of this scheme of
extension, based on (in our humble opinion) elegant and natural concepts such as regularly-
predictable objectives and hSPE. Second, we provide a thorough discussion of the hypotheses
needed for our main theorem, and we show that they are relatively tight in the sense that
weakening any condition almost immediately leads to falsification of FM determinacy for
the resulting complex objective. Thus, we give a rather complete picture of the frontiers of
FM determinacy for combination of objectives that, hopefully, will help in understanding its
cornerstones and drive further research toward such amenable objectives.
Related work. We already mentioned several papers studying specific (combinations of)
winning conditions. Here, we highlight works where similar approaches have been consid-
ered to establish “meta-theorems” applying to general classes of games. Arguably the most
important result in this direction is the determinacy theorem by Martin that guarantees
determinacy (without considering the complexity of strategies) for Borel winning condi-
tions [21]. We already discussed Gimbert and Zielonka’s focus on memoryless strategies [17].
Kopczynski studied games where memoryless strategies suffice for only one of the players
whereas his opponent requires memory [20]. Finally, a similar approach has been pursued in
[23], where abstract criteria were identified that enable moving from FM determinacy of two-
player win/lose games to the existence of FM Nash equilibria in multi-player multi-outcome
games.
This paper is an extended version of the corresponding conference article [24].
Outline. In Sect. 2, we define the core concepts, discuss known results from the literature,
and present an illustrative example that requires Boolean combinations, not only conjunc-
tions. In Sect. 3, we present the main theorem sketched above. In Sect. 4, we discuss
classical (combinations of) objectives from the literature and how they fit (or not) in our
framework. Then, in Sect. 5, we come back to the theorem to discuss its requirements and
its relative tightness. Finally, in Sect. 6, we present several more precise results that can
be obtained from our approach when restricting combinations of objectives to conjunctions
and disjunctions only.
2 Preliminaries and example
2.1 Definitions
◮ Definition 1. We fix a set C, calling its elements colors. A C-colored arena O is a tuple
O = 〈V1, V2, E,Γ〉, where (V1 ∪ V2, E) is a directed graph such that each vertex has at least
one outgoing edge, and Γ: V1 ∪ V2 → C is the coloring function. We assume finite arenas.
As we generally consider the set C of colors fixed, we suppress C-colored in the following.
A winning condition is a set W ⊆ Cω of infinite sequences of colors. An arena O together
with a winning condition W constitutes a game g = (O,W ).
A strategy for Player i is a function σi : C
∗×Vi → (V1∪V2) satisfying that for all w ∈ C∗
and v ∈ Vi we have (v, σi(w, v)) ∈ E. This means that a strategy selects a successor vertex
based on the current vertex owned by the relevant player, and a finite sequence of colors.
It is finite-memory if it can be encoded by a deterministic Moore machine (M,m0, αu, αn)
whereM is a finite set of states (the memory of the strategy), m0 ∈M is the initial memory
state, αu : M×C →M is the update function, and αn : M×Vi → (V1∪V2) is the next-action
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function. The Moore machine defines a strategy σi such that σi(wv) = αn(α̂u(m0, w), v)
for all history w ∈ C∗ and vertex v ∈ Vi, where α̂u extends αu to sequences of colors as
expected. The size of the strategy is the size |M | of its Moore machine. Note that a strategy
is memoryless when |M | = 1.
◮ Remark. Let us comment on our use of colors. If we consider a fixed game only, we could
w.l.o.g. consider each vertex to be colored by itself. However, separating vertices and colors
is necessary to speak about using the same winning condition together with different arenas.
Then one might expect that a strategy can take into account the history of vertices leading
up to the current position, not merely the sequence of colors. However, it is straightforward
to verify that players have no incentive to take these specifics into account. Moreover, the
notion of hSPE defined below takes into account also histories not actually realizable in the
given arena. Defining strategies on color histories is thus the most convenient approach.
A strategy profile is a pair of strategies (σ1, σ2), which we identify with the function
σ = σ1 ∪ σ2 : C∗ × (V1 ∪ V2)→ (V1 ∪ V2). We say that Player i can deviate from (σ1, σ2) to
(σ′1, σ
′
2) if σ3−i = σ
′
3−i. A strategy profile σ induces a function Σσ : C
∗ × (V1 ∪ V2) → Cω
coinductively as follows: Σσ(w, v)(i) = w(i) (where w(i) represents the ith symbol of w) for
i ≤ |w| and Σσ(w, v)(k) = Σσ(wΓ(v), σ(w, v))(k) for k = |w|+1. The infinite color sequence
Σσ(w, v) is the play starting at v with history w. For a play ρ, let Pref(ρ) be the set of
finite prefixes of ρ.
◮ Definition 2. A hypothetical subgame-perfect equilibrium (hSPE) is a strategy profile σ
such that for all w ∈ C∗, v ∈ V1 ∪ V2 the following implications hold: If Σσ(w, v) ∈ W ,
then Σσ′(w, v) ∈ W for each σ′ that Player 2 can deviate to from σ. If Σσ(w, v) /∈ W , then
Σσ′′(w, v) /∈W for each σ′′ that Player 1 can deviate to from σ.
Informally, in an hSPE a player is winning from exactly these combinations of history
and current vertex that she can win from at all. What differentiates the notion of hSPE
from the usual subgame-perfect equilibria is that we take into account not just histories
realizable in the arena, but also the hypothetical histories which could not actually have
happened. Clearly, every hSPE can be domain-restricted to an SPE. Moreover, if for a
winning condition W there are SPE for all arenas, there are also hSPE for all arenas. The
subtlety of this notion only becomes relevant when working with restricted classes of arenas.
We focus on the existence of finite-memory (FM) hSPE for classes of games. An hSPE is
finite-memory when the strategies σi, i ∈ {1, 2} are finite-memory, i.e., can be implemented
as Moore machines as seen above. The size of an FM hSPE is taken as the sum of the sizes
of its strategies’ Moore machines.
2.2 State of the art
We will briefly review a selection of results about combinations of classical objectives in
two-player turn-based zero-sum games. As mentioned in Sect. 1, results in this area are too
numerous to provide an exhaustive list here. We thus focus on prominent winning conditions
and memory requirements only, and do not delve too deep into technical details.
Simple objectives. We first present the simple winning conditions.
Parity. Vertices are labeled with integer priorities, and a play is winning for Player 1
iff, among the priorities seen infinitely often, the maximal one is even. This condition
subsumes many simple ones such as reachability or safety with regard to a given set.
Muller. Let U1, . . . , Up be subsets of vertices, a play is winning iff the set of vertices seen
infinitely often is equal to some Ui.
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Energy. Vertices are labeled with integer weights representing energy consumption
and/or gain. The running sum of weights along a play must stay non-negative at all
times. An upper bound may also be fixed. We consider two variants of upper bounds:
battery-like and spill-over-like energy conditions. In the former, any energy in excess is
simply lost, while in the latter, the play is lost if the upper bound is exceeded.
Mean-payoff. Vertices are labeled with integer weights, and we look at the limit of the
averages over all prefixes of a play. Since this limit need not exist in general, two variants
are studied, for lim sup and lim inf. We require the limit to be above a given threshold.
Total-payoff. Vertices are labeled with integer weights, and we look at the limit of partial
sums over prefixes. Again, two variants exist for lim sup and for lim inf. We require the
limit to be above a given threshold.
Average-energy. Vertices are labeled with integer weights, and we look at the limit of the
averages of partial sums (i.e., the average energy level) over prefixes. Again, two variants
exist for lim sup and for lim inf. We require the limit to be above a given threshold.
Window objectives. Variations of mean-payoff and parity where instead of looking at the
limit over an infinite play, we fix a finite window sliding over the play and we require the
appropriate behavior to happen within the window at each step along the play.
Observe that all these winning conditions, along with arbitrary combinations, can be ex-
pressed in our formalism, i.e., as subsets of Cω for an appropriate set of colors C.
Single-objective case. The situation is as follows: parity [27], energy with only a lower
bound [8], mean-payoff [15], total-payoff [16] and average-energy [4] games are memoryless
determined; Muller games require exponential-memory strategies for both players [14]; lower
and upper bounded energy games (both variants) require pseudo-polynomial memory (in the
upper bound) for both players [4]; window objectives require polynomial memory (in the
window size) for both players [10, 6]. Hence, all these winning conditions are FM determined.
Combinations of objectives. Despite this common trait, these objectives behave in very
different ways when used in combinations, even for very restricted ones. First, let us note that
most results in the literature deal with the simplest case of conjunctions (or disjunctions)
of objectives. In this setting, parity [12], Muller, energy [13, 19], and window objective [10,
6] games remain FM determined (often, with an exponential blow-up in the number of
conjuncts). The same holds for conjunctions of (possibly multiple) lower-bounded energy
and parity conditions [9, 13] or of a single average-energy condition with an energy one [4, 3].
On the contrary, conjunctions of mean-payoff conditions [26] or of a single mean-payoff
and a single parity condition [11] require infinite-memory strategies (for Player 1). Further-
more, it follows from the undecidability of multi-dimension average-energy games [3] and
multi-dimension total-payoff games [10] that unbounded memory is required for both play-
ers in these two settings. Finally, let us mention that Boolean combinations were studied
by Velner for mean-payoff conditions, and they were proved to be undecidable and requir-
ing infinite-memory strategies [25]. For Boolean combinations of window objectives and a
strict subset of parity conditions, Bruyère et al. proved that games are exponential-memory
determined [7].
The take-home message is that winning conditions that are similar in the single-objective
case may lead to contrasting behaviors when considering combinations, even for the simple
case of conjunctions. Despite all these related works, little is known about the inherent mech-
anisms underlying FM determinacy, and why some objectives preserve it in combinations
while others do not. Our main theorem, in Sect. 3, formulates an answer to that question.
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2.3 A motivating example
We define a general class of games combining Muller conditions and instances of the two
variants of bounded energy games presented in Sect. 2.2.
◮ Definition 3 (Multi-dimension bounded-energy Muller games). Let U1, . . . , Up be subsets of
vertices of a finite arena, let every vertex of this arena be labeled with a tuple in Zn+m, let
b ∈ Nn+m, and let ϕ be a proposition from propositional logic with p+n+m free variables.
Player 1 wins the game iff ϕ(x1, . . . , xp, y1, . . . , yn, z1, . . . , zm) holds, where
xi holds if the Muller condition induced by Ui is satisfied,
yi holds if the the i-th battery-like energy condition holds, using bi as a battery-like
bound and the i-th components of the labels as energy deltas,
zi holds if the the i-th spill-over-like energy condition holds, using bi+n as a spill-over-like
bound and the (i+ n)-th components of the labels as energy deltas.
Example. A reporter has two options to travel across a country and make a documentary.
Either by car and by sending pictures instantly to colleagues from her newspaper, or on
foot to get a deeper understanding of the country. In the latter case she would not need to
send pictures instantly, but to report on her location everyday for safety reasons. She finally
decides to go by car, but if at some point she ran out of gas, she would continue on foot.
In these specifications we can identify one energy condition, relating to the gas for the car,
and two Muller conditions: sending the pictures and reporting the location. Note that such
conditional Muller conditions could not be simulated by one Muller condition alone.
Whereas all the ingredients of such a game, i.e., Muller, battery-like and spill-over-like
energy conditions, are rather well understood, little is known about arbitrary combinations
thereof. To prove that they are all FM determined we shall prove a more general result
implying that combining a well-behaved winning condition (e.g., Muller) with conditions
expressible by finite automata (e.g., bounded energy) yields a well-behaved condition again.
3 Main theorem
3.1 The class of arenas
We will formulate our main theorem for games built with arenas from some class O that
is closed under certain operations. The class of all arenas is trivially closed under these
operations, and in most applications it will be the most reasonable choice for O. Our
theorem allows for cases, however, where to ensure the premise we exploit some interactions
between the specific structure of the arenas considered and the winning condition. The two
operations we consider are restrictions of the arena, and products with finite automata.
◮ Definition 4 (Restriction of an arena). Let O = 〈V1, V2, E,Γ〉 be an arena, and let S ⊆
V1 ∪ V2 be such that vE ∩ S 6= ∅ for all v ∈ S, where vE := {u ∈ V1 ∪ V2 | (v, u) ∈ E}. The
arena O |S := 〈V1 ∩ S, V2 ∩ S,E ∩ S2,Γ |S〉 is called the restriction of O to S.
◮ Definition 5 (Product arena-automaton). Let O = 〈V1, V2, E,Γ〉 be an arena and let
A = (C,Q, q0, F,∆) be a finite automaton over the alphabet C of colors. The product O×A
is the arena 〈V1 ×Q, V2 ×Q,E′,Γ′〉 where Γ′(v, q) := Γ(v), and where ((v, q), (v′, q′)) ∈ E′
iff (v, v′) ∈ E and (q,Γ(v), q′) ∈ ∆.
◮ Lemma 6. Let O = 〈V1, V2, E,Γ〉 be an arena and let A = (C,Q, q0, F,∆) and A′ =
(C,Q′, q′0, F
′,∆′) be finite automata.
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1. (Idempotency) (O |S) |S′= O |(S∩S′)
2. (Associativity) (O ×A)×A′ ∼= O × (A×A′).
3. (Restricted commutativity) O |S ×A = (O ×A) |S×Q
◮ Corollary 7. Let the arena O′ be obtainable from the arena O by finitely many operations
chosen from products with automata and restrictions. Then there is an automaton A and a
suitable set S ⊆ V ×Q such that O′ = (O ×A) |S , where Q are the states of A.
So if we start with some class of arenas, and then wish to close it under products with
automata and restriction, we can just first consider all products of the original arenas with
finite automata, and then the restrictions of these; and we obtain the desired class.
3.2 Regularly-predictable games
Our theorem requires, informally spoken, that Player 1 always knows whether winning is still
possible for him given the history so far and given the current vertex. Knowing here means
(since we want FM strategies) the existence of a finite automaton producing the answer.
◮ Definition 8. A game g is regularly-predictable if for all vertices v ∈ V of g there exists
a finite automaton Av that reads an initial color sequence and accept it iff Player 1 has a
winning strategy from v after this sequence. A winning condition is regularly-predictable if
all games using it are regularly-predictable.
Many popular winning conditions are prefix-independent, in which case it does not de-
pend on the history at all whether a player can win from some vertex. Hence, these are
trivially regularly-predictable. Reachability and safety conditions, on the other hand, are
not prefix-independent, but still regularly-predictable.
At first glance, one may think that FM determinacy implies regular-predictability. This
is false, as witnessed by the following proposition, where K2 is the two-clique with self-loops.
◮ Proposition 9. Energy games with only a lower bound are not regularly-predictable.
Proof. Consider a one-player game on K2, with one vertex giving +1 energy, and the other
giving −1. The winning condition is that the current energy level stays non-negative. The
player can win from every history where the energy level had not already been negative before.
However, deciding this amounts to deciding the language of all binary words containing at
least as many 1s and 0s, a typical example of a non-regular language. Hence such sequences
cannot be recognized by a finite automaton. ◭
The proposition above together with the example below shows that regular-predictability
and existence of FM hSPE are of incomparable strength.
◮ Example 10. LetW be the winning condition for Player 1 that consists of the non-regular
sequences in {0, 1}ω: it is prefix-independent, so every game is regularly-predictable. Yet,
the game over K2 (with self-loops) involving colors 0 and 1 and where only Player 1 plays is
winnable but not via FM strategies (as it would contradict non-regularity of the sequences).
3.3 Boolean combination
The following definition suggests how we will combine the well-behaved regularly-predictable
winning conditions to conditions definable by regular languages.
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◮ Definition 11 (Regular combination of winning conditions). Let W be a class of subsets of
Cω that is closed under Boolean combination. The combination of W with l regular lan-
guages, denoted Rl(W), is defined as follows. Let ϕ(w1, . . . , wk, r1, . . . , rl) be a propositional-
logic formula with k+l variables. LetW1, . . . ,Wk ∈ W . For 1 ≤ i ≤ l let Li be a regular lan-
guage over C. Then the winning condition {ρ ∈ Cω | ϕ(ρ ∈ W1, . . . , ρ ∈Wk, P ref(ρ)∩L1 =
∅, . . . , P ref(ρ) ∩ Ll = ∅)} is in Rl(W).
Intuitively, we allow for any Boolean combination between variables that either represent
satisfaction of an objective from W (which we will require to be regularly-predictable) or
represent the existence of a prefix of the play within a given regular language. Note that it
is not restrictive for W to be closed under Boolean combination: we present our framework
as such to allow for very general combinations (e.g., in the toy example from Section 2.3),
but, for less amenable winning conditions, one can still take W to have four elements: a
winning condition of interest, its complement, and the empty/universal winning conditions.
3.4 Regular combinations preserve FM determinacy
We are now able to state our main result. Due to the technicality of its proof, we first give
a high-level sketch. The formal proof follows.
◮ Theorem 12.
Let O be a class of arenas that is closed under product with finite automata and under
simple restriction.
Let W be a class of winning conditions that is closed under Boolean combination.
Let all games in O ×W be regularly-predictable and have FM hSPE.
Then all games in O ×Rl(W) are regularly-predictable and have FM hSPE. (for all l ∈ N)
Proof sketch. The proof of Theorem 12 proceeds by induction on l from Definition 11. The
basic idea of the induction step is to do the product of the arena of the game by a finite
automaton accepting the language Ll, and then to partition the vertices of the new game
into three regions: a region where Pref(ρ) ∩ Ll = ∅ has been falsified, a region where the
players can force the play4 to reach the part of the first region that they like, and a third
region restricted to the remaining vertices, where Pref(ρ)∩Ll = ∅ holds, and no player has
an incentive to leave the third region.
For the first and third regions, a suitable strategy profile will be provided by induction
hypothesis, for the second region reachability analysis will do. These profiles together will
be translated back into one single profile for the original game. A problem arises: a possible
history in the original game may correspond in the product game to a history starting in the
third region, going down the second region and coming back to the third. Thus the induced
color sequence may fall out of the domain of the profile for the third region. Therefore we
need to cope with “impossible histories”, and use hSPE rather than the more familiar SPE.
A second problem arises because of the aforementioned reachability analysis. To show
this, let us slightly detail the basic idea of the proof. Let A be a finite automaton recognizing
the words with a prefix in Ll. The product O × A looks like Fig. 1, where T refers to the
vertices where Pref(ρ) ∩ Ll = ∅ has not (yet) been falsified. The bottom part corresponds
to the product of O with the final states of A. Fig. 2 invokes the induction hypothesis to
get a suitable profile σ⊥ for this part of the arena. Then in Fig. 3 we would like to split T
4 Slight abuse of notation as plays are formally defined as sequences of colors only: for the sake of
readability, we sometimes use a play to refer to the corresponding sequence of vertices in the graph.
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into two regions: first, a region T1 ∪ T2, where Player i can force (as suggested by the arrow
tips) every play starting in Ti to reach the region she likes in the bottom component; and
second, a region T0 that no player wants to leave. The problem is that whether a player can
win from a vertex in the bottom component depends on how the vertex was reached, so T1
and T2 cannot be simply defined as subsets of vertices in O×A. It is possible to reduce the
problem to classical reachability, though: the following formal proof considers the product of
the original arenaO with all the automata provided by the regular-predictability assumption
(as well as with other automata derived from Ll). ◭
T
Pref(ρ) ∩ Ll 6= ∅
Figure 1 The product
arena O ×A.
T
σ⊥
Figure 2 Profile σ⊥ pro-
vided by induction.
T0
T1 T2
σ⊥
Figure 3 Splitting T via sim-
plistic reachability analysis.
For the formal proof, we need some additional notation: If I is some finite index set, and
(Ai)i∈I is an I-indexed family of automata, we denote their product by ⊗i∈IAi.
Proof of Theorem 12. By induction on l. The claim holds for l = 0 by assumption since
R0(W) = W , so let us assume that l > 0. Let g = 〈V1, V2, E,Γ,W 〉 ∈ O × Rl(W), let ϕ,
W1, . . . ,Wk, and L1, . . . , Ll witness that W ∈ Rl(W).
Let us fix ϕ⊥(w1, . . . , wk, r1, . . . , rl−1) := ϕ(w1, . . . , wk, r1, . . . , rl−1,⊥) , and let g⊥ =
〈V1, V2, E,Γ,W⊥〉 where ρ ∈ W⊥ if and only if ϕ⊥(ρ ∈ W1, . . . , ρ ∈ Wk, P ref(ρ) ∩ L1 =
∅, . . . , P ref(ρ) ∩ Ll−1 = ∅). Since W⊥ ∈ Rl−1(W), by induction hypothesis let σ⊥ be an
hSPE for g⊥ and for all vertices v ∈ V let A
⊥
v = 〈C,Q
⊥
v , q
⊥
0,v, F
⊥
v ,∆
⊥
v 〉 witness the regular-
predictability of g⊥.
In g, if and once the current color history and the current vertex have falsified Pref(ρ)∩
Ll = ∅, two issues are simplified: first, playing in g according to σ⊥ is optimal for both
players; second, for each vertex v ∈ V := V1 ∪ V2, the automaton A⊥v accounts faithfully for
who has a winning strategy when reaching v after a given color history.
When Pref(ρ) ∩ Ll = ∅ has not (yet) been falsified, it is more difficult for players
both to know how to play optimally and to know who is the potential winner. A special
case arises when a player can force the play to eventually falsify Pref(ρ) ∩ Ll = ∅ while
ensuring victory regardless of how falsification happens. Given arbitrary color history and
vertex, two types of object are relevant for the players to know whether the special case
obtains: for all v ∈ V , the A⊥v and a finite automaton B
l
v = (C,Q
l
v, q
l
0,v, F
l
v,∆
l
v) accepting
the finite words α such that αΓ(v) has a prefix in Ll. (The Blv exist since Ll is regular.)
Let g′ := 〈O ×⊗u∈V Blu ×⊗u∈VA
⊥
u ,W 〉, where O is the arena of g. Note that to play using
finite memory in g′ is like to play in g using the same memory used in g′, plus some finite
memory keeping track of the Blv and the A
⊥
v .
Let S1 (S2) be the vertices of g
′, i.e., of the form (v, (qlu)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V ) such that q
l
v ∈ F
l
v
and q⊥v ∈ F
⊥
v (q
⊥
v /∈ F
⊥
v ). We observe, merely by rephrasing, that given a color history α
and a vertex v, the special case obtains for Player 1 (2) iff Player 1 (2) has a winning strategy
in g′ to reach S1 (S2) from (v, (q
l
u)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V ) where the states q
l
u and q
⊥
u correspond to
the states of Blu and the A
⊥
u , respectively, after reading α. Recognizing the special case in g
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therefore amounts to reachability analysis in g′: let S′1 (S
′
2) be the vertices of g
′ \ (S1 ∪ S2)
from where Player 1 (2) can reach S1 (S2) regardless of how the opponent is playing. So
Player 1 (2) has a partial positional strategy in g′ that ensures uniformly that S1 (S2) is
reached from S′1 (S
′
2). The combination of the two partial strategies translates back to g into
an FM partial strategy profile σ′⊥ that uses only the B
l
v and the A
⊥
v as auxiliary memory,
and such that playing according to σ⊥ ∪ σ′⊥ is optimal for both players when the vertex in
g corresponds to a vertex in S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S′1 ∪ S
′
2.
Furthermore, deciding who is the potential winner in g at a vertex after some color
history is easy when the corresponding vertex in g′ is in S′1 ∪ S
′
2: if it is in S
′
1, Player 1 is
the potential winner; otherwise it is Player 2. So the automaton ⊗u∈V Blu × ⊗u∈VA
⊥
u will
help us witness regular-predictability of g in the next paragraphs.
Let us now consider the remaining case, where Pref(ρ) ∩ Ll = ∅ has not been falsified,
and no player is able to force falsification to his own benefit. The corresponding color
histories and vertices in g translate in g′ to the set V⊤ := (V × ⊗u∈VQlu × ⊗u∈VQ
⊥
u ) \
(S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S′1 ∪ S
′
2). By definition of reachability, every vertex in V⊤ with an edge towards
S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S′1 ∪ S
′
2 has also an edge staying in V⊤. So O
′ |V⊤ is also an arena, where O
′ is
the arena of g′. Moreover, by definition of S′1, if Player 1 controls a vertex in V⊤ with an
edge towards S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S′1 ∪ S
′
2, it is an edge towards S2 ∪ S
′
2, so never taking this edge
is optimal. (Likewise for Player 2.) This implies that every (FM) hSPE in “g⊤ := g
′ |V⊤”
(precisely defined below) translates back to g into (FM) partial hSPE, and for all color
histories and vertices the potential winner in the restriction is the same as in g′. Let
ϕ⊤(w1, . . . , wk, r1, . . . , rl−1) := ϕ(w1, . . . , wk, r1, . . . , rl−1,⊤), and let g⊤ := 〈O
′ |V⊤ ,W⊤〉
where ρ ∈ W⊤ iff ϕ⊤(ρ ∈W1, . . . , ρ ∈ Wk, P ref(ρ)∩L1 = ∅, . . . , P ref(ρ)∩Ll−1 = ∅). Since
W⊤ ∈ Rl−1(W), by induction hypothesis let σ⊤ be an hSPE for g⊤ and for all vertices v ∈ V
let C⊤v = 〈C,Q
⊤
v , q
⊤
0,v, F
⊤
v ,∆
⊤
v 〉 witness the regular-predictability of g⊤.
To show the regular-predictability of g, let v ∈ V and let Av be the modification of
⊗u∈V Blu × ⊗u∈VA
⊥
u × C
⊤
v where the final states Fv are the ((q
l
u)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V , q
⊤
v ) such
that either (v, (qlu)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V ) ∈ S1 (falsification happened and Player 1 is the potential
winner), or (v, (qlu)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V ) ∈ S
′
1 (Player 1 can force falsification to his own benefit),
or (v, (qlu)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V ) /∈ S2 ∪ S
′
2 ∧ q
⊤
v ∈ F
⊤
v (falsification benefiting Player 2 has not
happened and is not going to, and Player 1 is the potential winner of restricted game). The
automaton Av accepts exactly the color histories after which Player 1 has a winning strategy
when starting from v.
A strategy profile σ for g (which is meant to be an hSPE) is build by case disjunction.
Informally, given a color history and a vertex,
if the corresponding vertex in g′ is in S1 ∪ S2, follow σ⊥,
if it is in S′1 ∪ S
′
2, follow σ
′
⊥,
otherwise follow σ⊤.
More formally, let α ∈ C∗, let v ∈ V , let ((qlu)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V ) be the state of ⊗u∈V B
l
u ×
⊗u∈VA⊥u after reading αΓ(v), and let us make a case disjunction.
If (v, (qlu)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V ) ∈ S1 ∪ S2 let σ(α, v) := σ⊥(α, v).
If (v, (qlu)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V ) ∈ S
′
1 ∪ S
′
2, let σ(α, v) := pi1 ◦ σ
′
⊥(α, v, (q
l
u)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V )
If (v, (qlu)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V ) ∈ V⊤, let σ(α, v) := pi1 ◦ σ⊤(α, (v, (q
l
u)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V )).
(Above, projection pi1 is used twice to retrieve vertex v from vertex (v, (q
l
u)u∈V , (q
⊥
u )u∈V ).)
To implement the above strategy, we use the automaton ⊗u∈V Blu ×⊗u∈VA
⊥
u to keep track
of the current vertex in g′, and we also use automata implementing σ⊥, σ
′
⊥, and σ⊤. ◭
Prefix-independence. Many popular winning conditions are prefix-independent, in which
case regular-predictability comes for free, and the notions of SPE and hSPE coincide. We
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state this special case explicitly, and also include an upper bound for the required memory.
◮ Corollary 13. Let O be a class of arenas that is closed under product with finite automata
and under simple restriction. Let W be a class of prefix-independent winning conditions that
is closed under Boolean combination. If all games in O×W have FM SPE, so do all games
in O ×Rl(W).
Furthermore, let f(l, n) be the memory size required to implement the optimal strategies
for n-vertex games in Rl(W) if the regular languages are recognized by automata with m
states each. Then f(l, n) ≤ mn · f(l − 1, n) · f(l − 1, nmn).
Proof. Let us use the notation from the proof of Theorem 12. Thanks to prefix-independence
of the winning condition, we do not need to worry about regular-predictability and the
corresponding automata. Since σ⊥ is an hSPE on a n-vertex game, f(l− 1, n) states suffice
to implement it. The σ′⊥ for reachability can be chosen memoryless. As σ⊤ is an hSPE on a
game with at most nmn vertices, f(l − 1, nmn) states suffice to implement it. Additionally,
we keep track of the current vertex in g′, adding a factor of mn. Therefore f(l, n) ≤
mn · f(l − 1, n) · f(l − 1, nmn). ◭
Note that while Corollary 13 provides bounds on the memory requirements, these bounds
are non-elementary. Such horrible bounds are unfortunately inevitable given the generality
of the framework. In Sect. 6, we provide results for specific Boolean combinations that yield
much more reasonable memory bounds.
Let us mention that very simple cases of combinations already lead to large lower bounds
in terms of memory. For example, exponential memory is required for conjunctions of fully-
bounded energy conditions, while they are actually all covered by the regular languages part
of Rl(W) [3]. The same holds for conjunctions of window objectives [10, 6].
Back to the example. We can now apply our theorem to the example of Sect. 2.3.
◮ Corollary 14. Multi-dimension bounded-energy Muller games have FM SPE (aka combi-
nation of optimal strategies).
Proof. Let O be the class of the finite arenas, which is clearly closed under simple restriction
and product by finite automaton. Let W be the class of the (prefix-independent) Muller
winning conditions, which is closed under Boolean combination. All games in O ×W have
FM SPE [14], and so do all games in O ×Rl(W) by Corollary 13.
To show that this applies to multi-dimension bounded-energy Muller games, it suffices
to see that fully-bounded energy conditions can be expressed as regular languages, which
is trivial since the sum of weights must be constrained within the two bounds at all times,
hence can only take a bounded number of integer values. ◭
4 Applications
Let us compare the hypotheses and concepts used in Theorem 12 with the classical (combi-
nations of) winning conditions from the literature, already discussed in Sect. 2.2, to get a
better grasp of its applicability. Interesting winning conditions for our theorem fall in two
categories: regular languages and regularly-predictable conditions. First, observe that any
condition that can be defined as a regular language is trivially regularly-predictable. (The
latter is a more general notion.) Hence, we first discuss the regular languages.
Regular languages. Among the simplest conditions that can be recognized through fi-
nite automata (hence expressed as regular languages) lie reachability and safety conditions.
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Indeed, as mentioned in Sect. 1, regular languages are essentially a compact way to rep-
resent safety-like winning conditions. For example, fully-bounded energy conditions (both
battery-like and spill-over-like) can also be encoded through finite automata whose size de-
pends on the upper bound. Window objectives (both for mean-payoff and parity), thanks to
their finite window mechanism, can also be represented as regular languages. All the other
objectives discussed in Sect. 2.2 cannot.
Regularly-predictable conditions. Recall that for Theorem 12, we require the class W
to be closed under Boolean combination and such that winning conditions are regularly-
predictable and admit FM hSPE. Let us review the classical objectives.
Regular languages. As stated above, conditions expressed as regular languages can
be used. Hence, this easily permits to rediscover FM determinacy results for multi-
dimension fully-bounded energy games [2, 4, 3] or conjunctions of window objectives [10,
6], and even extend them to full Boolean combinations.
Parity and Muller. Any combination of such conditions can be expressed in the closed
class. Furthermore they are trivially regularly-predictable (because they are prefix-
independent) and admit FM hSPE. Hence, these conditions can be mixed in any Boolean
combination with regular languages and retain FM determinacy. This lets us rediscover
FM determinacy results for generalized parity games [12], or combinations of parity
conditions with window conditions [7], and extend them to full Boolean combinations.
Mean-payoff. The mean-payoff condition is regularly-predictable (as it is prefix-indepen-
dent) and admits FM hSPE. Unfortunately, this does not hold for Boolean combinations
of mean-payoff [26, 25]. Still, one can take W as the trivial class containing one mean-
payoff condition and its complement, and use it in Boolean combinations with regular
languages.
Average-energy, total-payoff and energy with no upper bound. These three conditions
are not regularly-predictable as one needs to be able to store an arbitrarily large sum of
weights in memory to decide if Player 1 can win from a given prefix. Hence our theorem
cannot be applied to these conditions.
Theorem applicability. Observe that our theorem cannot be applied to Boolean combi-
nations of mean-payoff, average-energy and total-payoff, or to combinations of mean-payoff
and parity (two regularly-predictable conditions but which cannot be put in the same closed
classW), four cases in which indeed FM determinacy is not preserved [26, 25, 4, 10, 11]. On
the other hand, we recover many known results from the literature [2, 4, 3, 10, 6, 12, 7] and
are able to extend them to more general combinations (or to completely novel ones).
It remains to discuss corner cases: combinations that are known to preserve FM deter-
minacy but are not covered by our theorem. We are aware of three cases from the literature,
all involving the energy condition without an upper bound: (a) conjunctions of energy con-
ditions [13, 19], (b) conjunctions of energy and parity conditions [9, 13], (c) conjunctions of
energy and a single average-energy condition [3]. It is very interesting to spend a moment on
these corner cases. Indeed, the ad-hoc techniques used to prove FM determinacy in all three
cases intuitively rely on proving equivalence with games where the energy condition can be
bounded both from below and from above, for a sufficiently large bound. Yet, we know that
such fully-bounded energy conditions define regular languages. Hence, for cases (a) and
(b) we actually retrieve applicability of our theorem, leaving case (c) as the only case, to
our knowledge, of preservation of FM determinacy in the literature which is not covered by
Theorem 12. This is because the average-energy condition is not regularly-predictable (as
one can see in [4, 3], it behaves rather oddly in comparison to all other classical objectives).
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Figure 4 Average-energy games with lower-bounded energy are FM determined but do not admit
FM SPE. Vertices are colored by integer weights.
FM determinacy vs. FM hSPE. We can say more on case (c), and for that we want to
highlight once again that the result we obtain in Theorem 12 deals with a stronger concept
than FM determinacy, namely the existence of FM (h)SPE. As seen above, these two notions
do coincide in virtually all cases studied in the literature. Now, case (c) is actually the only
setting, to our knowledge, where they do not, as proved in the following example.
◮ Example 15. Consider the arena in Fig. 4, colored by integers: vertex a has weight 1, b
weight −1 and c weight 0. The objective of Player 1 (circle) is to have the average-energy
(AE, limit of the average energy level) less than or equal to zero while keeping the energy
level (EL) non-negative at all time. Such games are FM determined [3], and in this case,
Player 2 (diamond) has a trivial strategy to win from a: looping forever. He also wins from
b (the energy directly drops below zero), and Player 1 wins from c.
Now, consider SPE. Observe that when in vertex c, the EL does not change anymore so
the AE is actually equal to the EL when you reach c. Thus, Player 1 can win if he reaches
c with an EL of zero (and it is the only way). In an SPE, we need to consider all possible
histories. Imagine an history w = an for some n ≥ 1: Player 1 wins by looping exactly n
times in b before reaching c. This defines a subgame-perfect strategy for Player 1 which
consists in looping in b for as many times as Player 2 looped in a. Clearly, this SPE requires
infinite memory. We thus have an FM determined game where no FM SPE exists.
5 Discussion of the requirements
We discuss the requirements of Theorem 12 and explore whether improvement seems plau-
sible.
Arenas. First, we inspect the conditions pertaining to the arenas. Typically all arenas are
considered, and the class of all arenas trivially satisfies the closure properties we demand.
These properties are only relevant if we need to use specific subsets of the arenas to prove
the required properties of the games. To ask that the class of arenas we consider is closed
under products with finite automata is a very mild condition. Apart from arenas of bounded
size, we would expect all naturally occurring classes of arenas to have this property.
Requiring closure under simple restriction is more restrictive (e.g., the games we consider
in the upcoming Example 16 are not closed under simple restriction). To see that this is
necessary, let O′ be a simple restriction of an arena O such that the game played on O is
FM determined, but the one played on O′ is not. W.l.o.g., assume that O′ has no deadlock.
We can obtain a new winning condition for a game played on O by combining the original
condition with a regular language expressing informally that, if the game ever reaches a
vertex in O \ O′, the last player to move loses, and otherwise, the winner is the winner of
the original winning condition. The resulting game is not FM determined, thus witnessing
the need for our requirement of closure under simple restriction.
Furthermore, as soon as we are demanding that our arenas are closed under products
with automata and simple restriction, we see that we need to require the existence of FM
SPE rather than merely FM determinacy (up to uniformity). The reason is that by taking
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Figure 5 FM SPEs are needed for transfer in combinations, not only FM determinacy.
a suitable combination of products and restriction, we generate an arena that first produces
a predetermined finite color sequence before starting the original game.
Regular languages. Theorem 12 is tight in the sense that it fails if making the conjunction
of the universal winning condition and a condition derived from any irregular language.
Indeed, Example 10 already showed that FM hSPE may not exist for such conditions.
FM determinacy vs. FM hSPE. Being able to win using bounded finite memory, and
being able to decide who wins from a given history with a finite automaton (i.e., regular-
predictability) together do not suffice to imply the existence of an FM subgame-perfect
strategy, as observed in the next example.
◮ Example 16. Consider an arena with colors 0, 1, α, β, where a vertex has an α-successor
iff it has a β-successor, and each such vertex is controlled by Player 1 (let us call them
αβ-vertices). Player 1 wins any play ρ that has a prefix of the form wα with w ∈ {0, 1}∗
and w has the same number of 0 and 1s, and any play ρ that has a prefix of the form wβ
with w ∈ {0, 1}∗ and w has different numbers of 0 and 1s. Hence, for Player 1 to win, it
suffices to reach an αβ-vertex and pick the α (resp. β) successor if the play contains an equal
(resp. a different) number of 0 and 1s. So there is a simple finite automaton deciding from
which histories Player 1 can win, and linear memory suffices for Player 1 to win from any
winnable history, but Player 1 has no FM subgame-perfect strategy.
Proof. Player 1 wins from some not-yet-determined history iff he can force an αβ-vertex.
Linear memory suffices to keep track of how many 0 and 1’s have been encountered along
the way (as a simple path suffices), and enables Player 1 to choose correctly. However, which
choice is correct depends on the pre-history in a way that a finite automaton cannot keep
track of (as this history is unbounded). Thus, there is no FM subgame-perfect strategy. ◭
In Sect. 4, we also discussed the case of conjunctions of energy and a single average-
energy condition [3], which is also FM determined, but do not have FM hSPE, for similar
reasons.
Note that the games above are not closed by simple restriction. As a further example,
we show that the condition on subgame-perfect strategies is not dispensable entirely.
◮ Example 17. Consider the arena in Fig. 5 where Player 1 controls circle vertices and
Player 2 controls diamond vertices. Let W be defined such that Player 1 wins iff ei-
ther the play ends with cω, or b occurs an even number of times and the play ends with
deedeeedeeee . . ., or b occurs an odd number of times and the play ends with eω. Player
1 has an FM winning strategy: play towards b first; if the game returns to a, play d and
then loop at e. Player 1 also has a subgame-perfect strategy, but no FM subgame-perfect
strategy (as it needs to react to all histories, hence also the ones where b happens an even
number of times).
If we take the conjunction of W with avoiding the regular language of words containing
c, then in the resulting game, Player 1 still wins, but he has no FM winning strategy.
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6 Specific results for conjunctions and disjunctions
The ability of our main theorem to deal with arbitrary Boolean formulae is often not needed.
In fact, as discussed in Sect. 2.2, in the literature on multi-dimension games, it is very
common to work only with conjunctions on the winning conditions of Player 1 (which dually
means using disjunctions for Player 2). In this section, we give some direct constructions
for these cases, which have different requirements or conclusions from our main theorem –
and in particular, come with much more reasonable bounds than provided by Corollary 13.
As an outline, we give a brief account of the main constructions here. (i) For simple
disjunctions for Player 2, we obtain FM determinacy results without the regularity assump-
tion on the combined language-based condition. (ii) For simple conjunctions for Player 1,
we obtain FM determinacy results and better memory bounds without requiring regular-
predictability (but requiring regularity of the language). As corollary, we regain known
bounds on fully-bounded energy games. (iii) For the case of subgame-perfect strategies (not
required in (i) and (ii)), we obtain better memory bounds. The interest of these side results,
apart from improved bounds for still general classes of games, is to illustrate how the dif-
ferent hypotheses of Theorem 12 interact and how restrictions on some dimensions of the
problem permits to be more general on other dimensions.
The reason why we cannot obtain a general statement as in our main theorem by com-
bining the lemmata in this section is that their conclusions do not match their requirements.
We can thus not apply them in an iterative fashion.
To formulate some of the results, we recall the notion of future game from [23].
◮ Definition 18 (Future games). Let g be a game with winning conditionW , and let w ∈ C∗.
The future game gw is derived from g by replacing W with {ρ ∈ Cω | w · ρ ∈ W}. If σi is
a strategy in g, let σwi (w
′, v) := σi(ww
′, v) define another strategy for the same player.
Our first lemma consider the case of disjunctions for Player 2, dropping the regularity
assumption with regard to the language-based condition.
◮ Lemma 19. Consider a game such that if Player 2 can win g or its future games, he can
win by using finite memory. Let L be a language over the alphabet C, and let us derive gL
from g by replacing W with WL such that ρ ∈ WL iff ρ ∈ W ∨ Pref(ρ) ∩ L = ∅. If Player
2 wins gL, he has an FM winning strategy.
Proof. Among the histories h in g whose colors are in L, let HL contain the minimal ones
for the prefix relation. Let H2 be the histories h in HL from where Player 2 wins the future
game of g (and therefore also of gL) after h. For a strategy σ, let H(σ) denote the set of
histories compatible with σ, and let [H(σ)] denote the set of plays compatible with σ.
Let σ2 be a winning strategy for Player 2, so every play in [H(σ2)] has a prefix in H2,
and we can define T as the subtree (a subset that is a tree) of H(σ2) whose maximal paths
are all in H2. By König’s Lemma T is finite. For each h ∈ H2 ∩T let σh2 be an FM strategy
making Player 2 win the future game of g after h. The following FM strategy makes Player
2 win gL: if h ∈ T \ H2 go to some vertex v ∈ V such that hv ∈ T ; if h has h1 ∈ H2 as a
prefix, play as prescribed by σh12 . ◭
We now turn to conjunctions for Player 1, assuming regularity of the language, but
dropping the regular-predictability assumption for the winning condition. For every finite
automaton A let LA be the words accepted by A.
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◮ Lemma 20. Let g = (O,W ) be a game such that whenever O′ is a simple restriction of a
product O×A for some finite automaton A, then (O′,W ) is determined via strategies using
finite memory (of size m(n), where n is the number of vertices in O′). Let A be a finite
automaton over the alphabet C, and let us derive gA from g by replacing W with WA such
that ρ ∈ WA iff ρ ∈ W ∧ Pref(ρ) ∩ LA = ∅. Then gA is determined via strategies using
finite memory (of size |Q| ·m(|V | · |Q|), where Q are the states of A).
Proof. Let A = (E,Q, q0, F,∆) and let g′ := ((O×A),W ). Let S ⊆ V ×Q be the vertices of
g′ from where Player 2 cannot force the play to reach V ×F . Let us make a case distinction.
First case, (v0, q
0) is not in S. So in g′ Player 2 can win by playing positionally. Such a
strategy yields a strategy in g (gA) that only needs memory to run A, in order to know the
current state in Q. For this a memory of size |Q| suffices.
Second case, (v0, q
0) ∈ S. By assumption, the simple restriction (S,W ) is determined
via strategies using finite memory (of size m(|V | · |Q|)). If Player 1 has a winning strategy
for (S,W ), he can use it together with A to play in gA. If Player 2 has a winning strategy,
he can do the same until the play, seen as a play in g′, leaves S; and then he can play as in
the first case. ◭
The next example shows that the regularity assumption of LA in Lemma 20 is not
dispensable. We will use the language made of the histories with positive energy levels at
every prefix, which is not regular.
◮ Example 21. We consider games where the vertices are colored by {a, b} and where
Player 1 wins the plays with colors waω for all w ∈ {a, b}∗ and the plays with colors
babbaa . . . bnan . . .. Such games are FM determined, but their conjunction with a lower-
bounded energy condition is not.
Proof. In order to win, Player 1 needs to be able to force arbitrarily long color sequences of
a’s. But if he can do that, he can force eventually constant a even by a positional strategy.
Likewise, for Player 2 it suffices to play a positional strategy preventing eventually constant
a to win all games he can win. Hence, the base game is memoryless determined.
To see that the energy version is not FM determined, we consider a one-player game on
the 2-clique K2 (with added self-loops), such that both states s and t belong to Player 1.
Let s, the initial vertex, have color b and weight 1, and t have color a and weight −1.
Player 1 can win by playing according to the colors babbaabbb . . ., which keeps the energy
non-negative, but requires infinite memory to do so. However, any FM strategy winning
the underlying game has to produce a color sequence of the form waω , which will cause the
energy to diverge to −∞, thus falsifying the energy condition. ◭
Next, we consider simple disjunctions for Player 1 and obtain improved bounds.
◮ Lemma 22. Let g = (O,W ) be a regularly-predictable game such that whenever O′ is a
simple restriction of a product O × A for some finite automaton A, then (O′,W ) is deter-
mined, and whenever Player 1 can win, he can do so via strategies using finite memory (of
size m(n), where n is the number of vertices in O′).
Let A be a finite automaton over the alphabet C, and let us derive gA from g by replacing
W with WA such that ρ ∈ WA iff ρ ∈ W ∨ Pref(ρ) ∩ LA = ∅. If Player 1 has a winning
strategy in gA, he has one using finite memory (of size |Q| · |Qg| ·m(|V | · |Q| · |Qg|)), where
Q and Qg are the states of A and of a finite automaton witnessing regular-predictability of
g.
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Proof. Let a finite automaton Ag accept exactly the histories that correspond to the future
games won by Player 2. Let A = (E,Q, q0, F,∆), let Ag = (E,Qg, q0g , Fg,∆g), and let
g′ := g × A × Ag. Let S ⊆ V × Q × Qg be the vertices of g′ from where Player 2 cannot
force the play to reach V × F × Fg. Let us make a case distinction.
First case, (v0, q
0, q0g) is not in S, so in g
′ Player 2 can reach V × F × Fg and win, by
playing in some way.
Second case, (v0, q
0, q0g) ∈ S. If a finite history h in g
′ |S reaches V × F × Qg, it must
be in V ×F × (Qg \Fg), by definition of S. So Player 1 can win after h in g′, and therefore
in the simple restriction g′ |S too. By assumption he can do so via a strategy using finite
memory (of size m(|V | · |Q| · |Qg|)). He can use the same strategy to win gA, but he needs
more memory to run A and Ag in parallel. ◭
Since the assumptions from Lemma 22 are stronger than those from Lemma 19, we also
find that Player 2 has an FM winning strategy if he can win. However, even under the
assumptions from Lemma 22, the memory required by Player 2 might not be uniformly
bounded. We can obtain bounds for the memory required by Player 2 (Lemma 24) by
considering subgame-perfect strategies.
◮ Lemma 23. Let Player 1 be able to win g and all its future games that he wins by some
FM strategy (using memory of size k). Moreover, for each FM strategy of size k, let there
be a finite automaton (of size l) accepting exactly those histories won by that strategy. Then
Player 1 has an FM subgame-perfect strategy of size (2l · k)((k|V |)
k|V |).
Proof. There are (k|V |)k|V | FM strategies of size k. For each of them we keep track of
its current state, and run the automaton deciding whether it is currently winning (using l
bits). We always play according to some strategy, and we change it only once it is no longer
winning, and another strategy is identified as winning from the current history. ◭
◮ Lemma 24. Let g be a regularly-predictable game such that Player 2 has a subgame-perfect
strategy of size m. Let A be a finite automaton over the alphabet C. Let us derive gA from g
by replacing W with WA such that ρ ∈ WA iff ρ ∈W ∨ Pref(ρ)∩LA = ∅. If Player 2 wins
gA, he has a winning strategy of size l|A| +m, where some automaton of size l witnesses
regular-predictability of g.
Proof. We can combine the automaton deciding who wins a history and A into one au-
tomaton of size l|A|that accepts the intersection of these two languages. By considering
the expansion by this automaton, we see that simulating it suffices for Player 2 to force an
accepted history, if he can do so. Now reaching such a history and then switching to the
subgame-perfect FM strategy of size m wins gA if this is possible at all. ◭
We briefly return to the two versions of fully-bounded energy conditions from [2] discussed
in Sect. 2.2: battery-like and spill-over-like variants. Let Emax be the energy upper bound
in both cases. Since both conditions can be simulated by a finite automaton with O(Emax)
states, Lemma 20 implies the following corollary. Contrast this to the requirement of memory
size |V | · d ·W (where d is the number of priorities and W the largest energy weight) for
unbounded-energy parity games from [9].
◮ Corollary 25. Battery-like energy parity games and spill-over-like energy parity games
are determined via strategies using O(Emax) memory states, where Emax is the energy upper
bound.
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